HOMES

Brazilian artist and home decorator Heloiza Montuori
uses her Singapore home as an inspiring three-dimensional
canvas that emanates warmth and personality
by Joseph Lim photography Boon Wei

The 1.9m x 1.5m
‘Sunset’ painting
dominates the
living room
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Inspiring home
decoration — a
medley of Asian
furniture and
precious objects

Jade brushes adorn
a table top

T

he influence of art is
evident in this home’s
aesthetic and decorative
aspects. Step into Heloiza
Montuori’s 4,308-sq-ft
apartment in Nassim
area and you’re immediately greeted by
her vivaciousness and hospitality. She is
a consummate host and a lady that can
speak effusively about art and antiques.
For such a commodious space, it’s easy to
get overly creative but Montuori’s strong
visual eye helped her to edit objects and
artworks and display them in a space
such that it exudes individuality, comfort
and passion.
In her university days at Escola de
Belas Artes Alvares Penteado in Sao
Paulo, Brazil, she experimented with
many mediums — ceramic, sculpture,
oils and pastels — that taught her the
“life skills” of an artist. When she
graduated in 1979, she stopped painting
for a long period of time.

It was only when she started collecting
antiques in 1991 that she rekindled
her passion for creating art. During
her 10-year posting in Taiwan with
her husband Mario, it was one of her
adventures looking for rare Qing and
Ming accoutrements and furniture that
re-ignited her interest and started the
ball rolling. Indubitably, she was always
inspired by her Asian travels where the
Continent’s intriguing cultures and
lifestyle bewitched her. Coupled by her
strong affinity for colours and textures,
it turned out to be the right time to
start painting. She enthuses, “The Far
East’s furniture and artifacts have been
a source of inspiration for art and decor.
I can’t think of my house or my art
without a very strong Asian influence!
And it’s hard to ignore Montuori’s
palpable passion once you step into this
beautifully curated space filled with a
collection of antique Chinese furniture,
Tibetan rugs and bona fide LC4

Art-deco glass cases made
of shagreen (ray skin)
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Mariel and Heloiza
Montuori

A Han duck sculpture
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The threepanel
persimmon
trees
painting
presides in
the dining
area

Antique Chinese
hand warmers

armchairs, sofa and coffee table designed
by renowned Le Corbusier for Cassina.
With three-metre ceilings, white walls
and large windows, the apartment is
both spacious and light-filled, becoming
the perfect canvas to showcase these
precious pieces.
The living and dining rooms are prime
examples of displaying a slice of Chinese
history. Here, you’ll find antique pottery
of the Han to the Ming dynasties. There
are also green vases from China’s oldest
period — the Han dynasty — that are
displayed in pristine condition.
Eschewing the paintbrush for an artist’s
scalpel, her artworks have a signature
style of their own, formed by broad
strokes and bright oil colours. Walking
around the apartment, one can also
witness different ‘phases’ in Montuori’s
artistic life where she was inspired by
lotuses, orchids, bamboo, Aspen trees
and even kois (Japanese carp). Her
favourite artwork is an abstract painting
called ‘Sunset’ that presides in the living
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A 17th century Buddha
head from Myanmar

room. “The 1.9m x 1.5m painting was a
daunting task and it took a year to finish.
The time and effort spent was worth
every bit. I still love it!” shares Montuori
Friends and family who have visited
her home always love to linger in
her master bedroom because of its
monochromatic palette that’s soothing to
the eye. The sleeping sanctuary’s interiors
accommodate a beguiling medley of
Chinese furniture, artworks, a sumptuous
bed with chic off-white bedlinen, and
a Japanese kimono for a jab of whimsy.
And with windows offering sylvan vistas
of Nassim, waking up each morning
becomes a luxury!
The mother of two daughters also
enjoys entertaining at home. She is
known to spoil friends and family
with her generous serving of delectable
Brazilian food and drinks that get
people back for seconds. Besides giving
to her family and friends, Montuori
is a committed philanthropist, having
donated an artwork for Caring for

One of many
equestrian
figurines that
Montuori collects

A Ming medicine cabinet
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The monochromatic
theme of the bedroom
exudes serenity

The striking
dragon painting

Cambodia charity auction in 2006;
and being invited to partake in a
charity exhibition sponsored by
Siemens China where 26 artists painted
directly on the refrigerators, and the
proceeds from the exhibition supported
maternal health in China.
Nonetheless, art has always inspired
Montuori and she has had her work
displayed in Bangkok’s Budji Gallery
(2006), Shanghai’s Hong Merchant
Gallery in the French Concession (2007),
Beijing’s Loft 3 Gallery in 798 (2008),
and in a few private shows in Singapore.
Here is an artist, a philanthropist,
home decorator and dedicated mother
and wife – all rolled into one petite,
affable homeowner who brims with
passion and life. For more information
on Montuori’s artworks, please visit
www.heloizamontuori.com

The busy artist —
Heloiza Montuori

The auspicious nine kois
painting adds a strong Asian
element to the room
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Montuori loves
her memories
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